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Abstract

The language FT� of ordering constraints over feature trees has been
introduced as an extension of the system FT of equality constraints over feature
trees. While the first-order theory of FT is well understood,only few decidability
results are known for the first-order theory of FT�. We introduce a new method
for proving the decidability of fragments of the first-ordertheory of FT�. This
method is based on reduction to second order monadic logic that is decidable
according to Rabin’s famous tree theorem. The method applies to any fragment
of the first-order theory of FT� for which one can change the model towards
sufficiently labeled feature trees – a class of trees that we introduce. As we show,
the first order-theory of ordering constraints over sufficiently labeled feature
trees is equivalent to second-order monadic logic (S2S for infinite and WS2S for
finite feature trees). We apply our method for proving that entailment of FT�
with existential quantifiersϕ1 j=9x1 : : :9xnϕ2 is decidable. Previous results were
restricted to entailment without existential quantifiers which can be solved in
cubic time. Meanwhile, entailment with existential quantifiers has been shown
PSPACE-complete (for finite and infinite feature trees respectively).

Keywords Feature logic, tree orderings, entailment, decidability,complexity,
second-order monadic logic.

1 Introduction

Feature logic is a formalism to describe objects by the values of their attributes orfea-
tures. It has its roots in the three areas of knowledge representation, with concept de-
scriptions, frames, or ψ-terms [Brachman & Levesque, 1984, Aı̈t-Kaci, 1986, Nebel,
1990, Nebel & Smolka, 1990], natural language processing, especially approaches
based onunification grammars[Kay, 1979, Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982, Shieberet al.,
1983, Shieber, 1986, Pollard & Sag, 1994, Rounds, 1997], andconstraint program-
ming languages with record structures [Aı̈t-Kaci & Nasr, 1986, Mukai, 1988, Aı̈t-Kaci
& Podelski, 1993, Smolka, 1995].
Two main approaches to feature logics can be distinguished according to the under-
lying logical structures. Both approaches rely on quite similar syntactic constructions
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called feature constraintsbut differ significantly in their semantics. In the HPSG-
community in computational linguistics [Pollard & Sag, 1994, Carpenter, 1992], fea-
ture constraints are typically interpreted over so-calledfeature structures(see below).
In programming language research [Aı̈t-Kaciet al., 1994, Backofen & Smolka, 1995,
Backofen, 1994, Backofen, 1995], feature constraints are usually interpreted in a sin-
gle structure, the structure offeature trees. A feature tree can be seen as arecordand a
feature constraint as a record description. In this article, we follow the approach where
feature constraints are interpreted over feature trees.

Feature Trees. We assume a set offeaturesand a set ofnode labels. An (optionally
labeled) feature treeis a tree with unordered edges each of which is labeled by a
featureand with nodes which may or may not be labeled by a node label. Features
are functional in that all features labeling edges that depart from the same node are
pairwise distinct. As an example, consider the following feature tree which records a
part of the address of Mr. Peter Jordan in Wiltingen:address� wiltingenpeter jordan

name ity�rst seond
A feature tree is defined by atree domainspecifying itsnodesand alabeling function.
The idea is that anodein a tree is identified with thepathby which it can be accessed
from the root of the tree. Given this, a tree domain becomes aprefixed closedset of
words over features. A labeling function specifies the subset all labeled nodes and a
node label for each of these nodes. Thus, thelabeling functionof a tree becomes a
partial function from its tree domain to the set of node labels.
The tree domain of the above tree is the setfε;name; name �rst;name seond; ityg.
Note that the node (addressed by the word)name is unlabeled,i.e., the labeling func-
tion is undefined for this element of the tree domain.

Information Ordering. Feature trees and feature structures can be ordered in an
natural way by comparing the amount of the information they carry. On feature trees,
this leads to a partial ordering that is calledinformation ordering[Müller et al., 2000]
or equivalentlyweak subsumption[Dörre, 1991]. On feature structures, another partial
ordering relation is obtained which is calledstrong subsumption[Dörre & Rounds,
1992]. It is also possible to define strong subsumption for feature trees and weak
subsumption for feature structures, even though this seemsto be less natural. In this
article, we focus on feature trees with weak subsumption. A closer comparison to
strong subsumption is given in the paragraph on feature structures below.
Intuitively, a feature treeτ1 is smaller than a feature treeτ2 with respect to the informa-
tion ordering ifτ1 can be obtained fromτ2 by removing edges and node labels. More
precisely, this means that the tree domain ofτ1 is a subset of the tree domain ofτ2, and
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that the (partial) labeling function ofτ1 is contained in the labeling function ofτ2. In
this case we writeτ1 � τ2. An example is given in the picture below.winewhiteolor � winewhite �jordan& jordan germany

olor produerlabel ountry
Ordering Constraints over Feature Trees. We investigate the system FT� of
ordering constraints over feature trees [Mülleret al., 2000, Müller, to appear, Müller
& Niehren, 1998, Mülleret al., 1998]. The feature constraints provided by FT� are
constructed from variables ranged over byx;y, features f and node labelsa. The
abstract syntax ofordering constraintsϕ in the language FT� is defined as follows:

ϕ ::= x�y j x[ f ℄y j a(x) j ϕ^ϕ0
The semantics of FT� is given by the interpretation in the structure of feature trees
where the symbol� is interpreted as the information ordering. The semantics of fea-
ture selectionx[ f ℄y and labeling constraintsa(x) is defined as usual. For instance, both
trees in the picture above are possible denotations forx in solutions of the constraintwine(x)^x[olor℄y^white(y). We consider two cases: Either we interpret constraints
in the structure of possibly infinite feature trees or in the structure of finite trees. The
particular choice will be made explicit whenever it matters.
The system FT� is an extension of the system FT of equality constraints overfeature
trees [Aı̈t-Kaciet al., 1994, Backofen & Smolka, 1995]. The syntax of FT coincides
with the syntax of FT� except that FT provides for equalitiesx=y instead of ordering
constraintsx�y. The semantics of feature selection and labeling constraints in FT are
the same as in FT�. Equalities are expressible in FT� since the equivalencex=y$
x�y^y�x is valid in FT�.

Decidability and Complexity. The first-order theory of equality constraints FT is
well-known to be decidable [Backofen & Smolka, 1995] but to have non-elementary
complexity [Vorobyov, 1996]. Several of its fragments can be decided in quasi-linear
time [Smolka & Treinen, 1994], including the satisfiabilityproblem for FT and its en-
tailment problem with existential quantificationϕ j=9x1 : : :9xnϕ0. Much less is known
on the first-order theory of ordering constraints in FT�. Previously, the entailment
problemϕ j= ϕ0 of FT� was shown to have cubic time complexity [Mülleret al., 2000]
but decidability for more expressive fragments of the first-order theory of FT� was left
open.

Relationship to Second-Order Monadic Logic. In this article, we present a new
method for proving the decidability of fragments of the first-order theory of FT�. To
this end, we pursue a general approach which is based on reduction to second order
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monadic logics, WS2S for finite feature trees and S2S for infinite feature trees. The de-
cidability of WS2S is well-known and follows from a classical reduction to the empti-
ness problem of tree automata [Thatcher & Wright, 1968, Doner, 1970, Gecseg &
Steinby, 1984, Comonet al., 1998]. The decidability of S2S is a classical consequence
of Rabin’s famous theorem on automata for infinite trees [Rabin, 1969, Thomas, 1990,
Thomas, 1997].
We express feature constraints in second-order monadic logic according to a well-
known idea: we identify a feature tree with a set of words and express feature con-
straints by formulas of (W)S2S. The same idea for constructor trees (ground terms)
can be found in [Comon, 1995]. Let us assume for simplicity that the set of labels
L is the singletonL = fag. Under this assumption, acompletely labeledfeature tree
(whose labeling function is total) can be identified with itstree domain, i.e with a
prefixed closedset of words. For instance:fε; f ;g;g f;ggg , a

a a

a a a

f g

f f g

An optionally labeled feature tree (as considered in this article) can represent an arbi-
trary set of words, but several trees may correspond to the same set. For instance, the
setf f ; f f ;g fg can be represented by the set of labeled nodes in either of thefollowing
two trees: �

a �
a a

f g

ff f

�
a �

a a �� �f g

f

f g

f g

If we seek for a unique feature tree to represent the setf f ; f f ;g fg then it might seem
appropriate to choose the smallest feature tree whose set ofa-labeled nodes equalsf f ; f f ;g fg, i.e., the tree which above is depicted to the left. This tree can also be
distinguished by the property of beingsufficiently labeled, i.e., its tree domain is the
prefixed-closure of the set of its labeled nodes. Thus, we canrepresent a sets uniquely
by an optionally labeled feature tree if we require prefixed closedness for the set of
labeled nodes.
To conclude, it seems that we have to require prefixed-closedness in order to encode
sets of words as feature trees, independently of whether we work with completely or
optionally labeled feature trees. There raises an intriguing problem with our approach
of expressing feature constraints in (W)S2S. It seems difficult, if not impossible, to
express prefixed-closedness and feature selectionτ[ f ℄τ0 in (W)SωS simultaneously.
To express prefixed-closedness in (W)SωS, one needs concatenationπ f of words with
letters to the right, whereas feature selection requires concatenationf π of words with
letters to the left. The logics (W)S2S provides at most one ofthe two forms of concate-
nation and becomes undecidable when extended with the omitted one (see for instance
[Thomas, 1990], Theorem 11.6). As a consequence, nobody hasso far been able to use
(W)SωS for deriving decidability results for feature logics. In particular, the first-order
theory of FT could not be embedded into (W)S2S. In fact, it seems already difficult to
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express first-order equations likex= a(y;a(y;y)) in terms of W(S2S) or tree automata
[Comonet al., 1998].
In this article, we propose an work around to the above problem. We define the lan-
guage FT�� of ordering constraint over sufficiently labeled feature trees. The syntax
of FT�� coincides with the syntax of FT� but its semantics is based on the restricted
structure of feature trees. The new observation underlyingthe approach to be presented
is that prefixed-closedness has not to be expressed when encoding feature constraints
over FT�� into (W)S2S (in contrast to FT�). For finite feature trees, first-order formu-
las over FT�� can be translated into WS2S; for possibly infinite feature trees, the full
power of S2S is needed.
A finite tree is sufficiently labeled if and only if all its leaves are labeled; inner nodes
may or may not be labeled. The analogous characterization isnot valid for infinite
feature trees since these need not have leaves at all. As a counter example, consider
the following infinite feature tree which sufficiently labeled since it has sufficiently
many labeled leaves, namely the pathsf 2ng for all n� 0.f f 2ng j n� 0g , �� a�� a

f g

f

f g

Most importantly, a sufficiently labeled tree is uniquely determined by its labeling
function. For instance, the above tree is the unique sufficiently labeled tree whose set
of a-labeled nodes isf f 2ng j n� 0g provided that the set of labelsL is the singleton
L = fag.
In this article, we will show how to encode the first-order theory of FT�� into (W)S2S
without expressing prefixed-closedness, and vice versa (see Theorem 4.2). Letk= jF j
be denote the cardinality of set of featuresF . Our reductions apply ifk � 2 and
k�ω, i.e., if the set of featuresF is at most countably infinite. For finite trees, we
reduce the first-order theory of FT�� to WSkS, the weak second-order monadic logic
with k successors which can in turn be expressed in WS2S, the weak second-order
monadic with two successors [Thatcher & Wright, 1968]. In the case of possibly
infinite trees we reduce to SkS, the full second-order monadic logic with k successors
which, in analogy, is expressible in S2S, the full second-order monadic logic with two
successors [Rabin, 1969].
The first-order theory of FT�� can be embedded into the first-order theory of FT� since
the latter can express sufficient labeling (see Proposition3.3). We thereby obtain the
following relationships (where FO stands for first-order theory):(W)S2S = FO(FT��) � FO(FT�)
These relations suggest a method for proving the decidability of a fragment of the
first-order theory of FT�: simply encode the fragment of FT� into the corresponding
fragment of FT��. This induces an encoding into (W)S2S which is decidable.

Entailment of FT� with Existential Quantifiers. We consider the entailment
problemϕ j= 9x1 : : :9xnϕ0 for FT� with existential quantifiers. Without existential
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quantifiers the problem can be solved in cubic time [Mülleret al., 2000]. But with
existential quantifiers, entailment becomes surprisinglyhard. We will illustrate how to
prove PSPACE hardness in case of infinite feature trees and coNP hardness for finite
trees.
The new difficulty can be illustrated by considering the independence prop-
erty [Colmerauer, 1984]: ifϕ j=FT� Wn

i=1 ϕi then there existsi, 1� i � n, such that
ϕ j=FT� ϕi. Independence holds for the language of ordering constraints in FT�
[Müller et al., 2000] but fails when existential quantifiers are admitted.To see this,
notice that the entailment judgment

x�y^a(y) j= a(x)_9z(x�z^b(z))
is valid in FT� while the left hand sidex�y^ a(y) does neither entailsa(x) nor9z(x�z^b(z)) on the right hand side (provided thata 6= b).
In this article, we prove the decidability of the entailmentproblem of FT� with ex-
istential quantifiersϕ j= 9x1 : : :9xnϕ0 under the assumption of a countablyinfinite set
of features and a finite set of node labels. We apply the methodsketched above and
show that entailment for FT�� with existential quantifiers can be reduced to the cor-
responding problem for FT�� but in a non-trivial way (see Proposition 6.8). In the
case of finite trees, we obtain a reduction to WS2S and for infinite trees into S2S.
Proving the correctness of Proposition 6.8 is involved. Theproblem is that entail-
ment with existential quantifiers differs for the structures FT� and FT��. For instance,
truej=9x(x�x1^x�x2) holds for FT� butnotover FT��. We will explain this example
in Section 6.2 and also how the problem can be overcome.

Recent Developments. The presented article has emerged from an earlier con-
ference paper [Müller & Niehren, 1998]. In comparison, thearticle is extended by
complete proofs and the following new result:

1. (W)S2S can be encoded into the first-order theory of FT� or FT��.

The present article leaves two open questions which have meanwhile been answered:

2. Is the first-order theory of FT� decidable or even expressible in (W)S2S?

3. What is the precise complexity of entailment of FT� with existential quantifiers?

In what concerns question 2, it is shown in [Mülleret al., 1998] that the first-order
theory of FT� is in fact undecidable. Thus, it cannot be expressed in (W)S2S. In the
same paper the answer to question 3 is also given: Entailmentof FT� with existen-
tial quantifiers is PSPACE-complete, both in the case of finite trees and for possibly
infinite trees. A lot of additional machinery and ideas is needed for the latter result.
Proving PSPACE-completeness for entailment with existential quantifiers requires a
direct algorithm rather than an encoding into second order monadic logic. Also the
PSPACE-hardness proof for entailment over finite feature trees is somewhat tedious.

Feature Structures versus Feature Trees. In the HPSG-driven approach pursued
in computational linguists [Pollard & Sag, 1994, Carpenter, 1992], feature constraints
are typically interpreted over so-called feature structures.
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A feature structureis a graph-like logical structure with edges labeled by features and
labeled nodes. For instance, the following feature structure N has nodesν1; : : : ;ν6:

ν1 ν2

a(ν3) a(ν4) a(ν5) b(ν6)f g f g h

In this context, two partial orderings have been introduced[Dörre, 1993]: weak sub-
sumption [Dörre, 1991] and strong subsumption [Dörre & Rounds, 1992]. In order
to illustrate the difference, we give definitions for both partial orderings which are
equivalent to those in the literature.
For every nodeν of N let graphN (ν) be the subgraph ofN reachable fromν and
let treeN (ν) be the feature tree obtained from unfoldinggraphN (ν). For all nodes
ν;ν0 of N we say thatweak subsumptionν �weak ν0 holds iff treeN (ν) � treeN (ν0)
is valid with respect to the information ordering on featuretrees. For instance,
ν1 �weak ν2 holds in N . The strong subsumptionorderingν �strong ν0 holds if and
only if graphN (ν) can be homomorphically embedded intographN (ν0). For instance,
ν3�strongν4 but notν1 �strongν2.

Plan of the Paper. Section 2 recalls the definition of ordering constraints over
feature trees and gives lower complexity bounds for entailment with existential quan-
tifies. Section 3 investigates alternative structures of feature trees in some more detail.
Section 4 presents a collection of results on the relationship between the first-order
theories of FT� and FT��, and second-order monadic logics. Section 5 recalls some
relevant results on satisfiability from [Mülleret al., 2000]. Sections 6 and 7 present
and prove correct our reduction of entailment with existential quantifiers in FT� to the
corresponding problem in FT��. In Section 8 we complete some less exiting proofs.
Section 9 summarizes and concludes.

2 Syntax and Semantics

We assume an infinite set ofvariablesranged over byx;y;z, a countable setsF with
at least two elements that are calledfeaturesand ranged over byf ;g, and a finite setL
with at least two elements calledlabelsranged over bya;b.

2.1 Feature Trees

A path π is a word of features,i.e., π 2 F �. Theempty pathis denoted byε and the
free-monoid concatenation of pathsπ andπ0 asππ0; we haveεπ = πε = π. Given paths
π andπ0, π0 is called aprefix ofπ if π = π0π00 for some pathπ00. A tree domainis a
non-empty prefixed-closed set of paths. Afeature treeτ is a pair(D; L) consisting of a
tree domainD and a partial functionL : D * L that we calllabeling functionof τ. We
freely consider a labeling functionL : D* L as a binary relationL�D�L whenever
this is more convenient. Given a feature treeτ, we writeDτ for its tree domain andLτ
for its labeling function. A feature tree isfinite if its tree domain is finite, andinfinite
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otherwise. Anode ofτ is an element ofDτ. Theroot of τ is the nodeε. A leaf ofτ is a
maximal node ofτ with respect to the prefix ordering. A nodeπ of τ is labeled with a
if Lτ(π) = a. A node ofτ is unlabeled if it is not labeled by any labela2 L .
For instance,τ0 = (fε; f ; f g; f fg; f(ε; a);( f f ; b)g) is a finite feature tree with domain
Dτ0 = fε; f ; f g; f fg and labeling functionLτ0 = f(ε; a);( f f ; b)g.

a�
b �f

f g

The treeτ0 has two leavesf f and f g. The root ofτ0 is labeled witha and its nodesf
and f g are unlabeled.
The set of features occurring in some feature treeτ is denoted byF (τ), i.e., F (τ) =f f j π f π0 2 Dτg. Given a functionα : V ! FT� and a set of variablesV � V we
defineFV(α) by

S
x2V F (α(x)).

2.2 The Structures FT� and FTfin�
We consider two cases, the structure of possibly infinite feature trees FT� and the

structure of finite feature trees FTfin� . The domain of the structure FT� is the set of
feature trees built from features inF and labels inL . Its signature consists of the set
of binary relation symbolsf[ f ℄ j f 2 F g[f�g and the set of unary relation symbols
L . These relation symbols are interpreted as the following relations between feature
trees. For allτ;τ1;τ2, we define:

τ1�τ2 iff Dτ1 � Dτ2 andLτ1 � Lτ2

τ1[ f ℄τ2 iff Dτ2 = fπ j f π 2 Dτ1g andLτ2 = f(π; a) j Lτ1( f π) = ag
a(τ) iff Lτ(ε) = a

The structure FTfin� is the restriction of the structure FT� to the domain of finite feature
trees.
If τ is a tree andf 2 Dτ a feature in its tree domain there we writeτ[ f ℄ for thesubtree
of τ at featuref , i.e. τ0 = τ[ f ℄ is the unique freature tree satisfyingτ[ f ℄τ0.
2.3 Ordering Constraints and First-Order Formulas

An ordering constraintϕ of the constraint languages FT� and FTfin� (we freely over-
load names of the structure and constraint language) is defined by the following ab-
stract syntax:

ϕ ::= x�y j a(x) j x[ f ℄y j ϕ1^ϕ2

An ordering constraint is a conjunction ofbasic constraintswhich are eitherbasic
ordering constraints x�y, labeling constraints a(x), or selection constraints x[ f ℄y. We
write x for a possibly empty word of variablesx1 : : :xn and9xϕ instead of9x1 : : :9xnϕ.
We denote withΦ a first-order formula built from ordering constraints plus the usual
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first-order connectives. We denote withV (Φ) the set of variables occurring free inΦ
and withF (Φ) the set of features occurring inΦ.

A variable assignmentinto a logical structureA (such as FT� or FTfin� ) is a function
α mapping variables to elements of the domain ofA . The truth value of a first-order
formula Φ with the same signature thanA under a variable assignmentα into A is
defined as usual for first-order languages. Asolution α of Φ over A is a variable
assignment intoA that makesΦ true. We writeα j=A Φ if α is a solution ofΦ overA .
We callΦ satisfiablein A if there exists a solution ofΦ in A andvalid in A if every
variable assignment intoA is a solution ofΦ. We say thatΦ entailsΦ0 over A and
write Φ j=A Φ0 if every solution ofΦ overA is a solution ofΦ, i.e., if the implication
Φ !Φ0 is valid overA . We callΦ andΦ0 equivalentoverA if Φ1 $Φ2 is valid.
An n-ary predicateP over a structureA is ann-ary relation between elements of the
domain ofA . We write P (τ1; : : : ;τn) if (τ1; : : : ;τn) 2 P for some elementτ1; : : : ;τn

of the domain ofA . We denote a formulaΦ with free variablesx1; : : : ;xn with
Φ(x1; : : : ;xn) whereby an ordering on the variables ofΦ is fixed.

Definition 2.1 An n-ary predicateP over a structureA is expressedby a formula
Φ(x1; : : : ;xn) with over the signature ofA if:

P = f(α(x1); : : : ;α(xn)) j α j=A Φ(x1; : : : ;xn)g
For the structure FT of feature trees with equality, this definition was investigated in
depth by [Backofen, 1994].

2.4 Complexity of Entailment with Existential Quantifiers

Entailment between ordering constraints with existentialquantifiersϕ j= 9x1 : : :9xnϕ0
is a surprisingly hard problem. This problem is proved PSPACE complete in follow-up
work [Müller et al., 1998], both for finite and possibly infinite feature trees.
A simple proof for both PSPACE hardness in case of infinite trees was first given in
[Müller & Niehren, 1998]. In case of finite trees, the analogous proof yields coNP
hardness only. We illustrate the idea behind this proof in order to give an example
for the expressiveness of entailment with existential quantifiers. Proving PSPACE
hardness for finite trees is less obvious [Mülleret al., 2000].
We first consider the case of infinite trees and show how to express universality of
finite automata by entailment with existential quantifiers.We fix a labela. For every
finite automatonA we show how to express the following predicatePA of possibly
infinite feature trees by an positive existential formula.

PA =def fτ j for all π 2 L(A) : Lτ(π) = ag
Note that all trees inPA are infinite ifL(A) is infinite. Our goal is to expressPA by
an ordering constraint with existential quantifiersΦA(z) and a single global variablez.
Given this property it follows for arbitrary finite automataA andA 0 that:

L(A)� L(A 0) iff PA 0 � PA iff ΦA 0(z) j= ΦA (z)
9



We illustrate the definition ofΦA(z) for the following automatonA with alphabetf1;2g and statesx;y:

A : x y
1

ε
2

We assume that the alphabetf1;2g is included in the feature set and defineΦA(z) by:

ΦA(z) =def 9x9y(z�x^ x[1℄�y^ y[2℄�y^ y�x^ a(y))
Here, we use the following abbreviation: for arbitraryu;v; f we writeu[ f ℄�v instead
of 9w(u[ f ℄w^ v�w). The statesx;y of A become existentially bound variables of
ΦA(z). The constraintz�x expresses thatx is the initial state ofA and the constraint

a(y) thaty is the finial state ofA . Furthermore, for each transition of the formu
f! v in

A there is a corresponding formulau[ f ℄�v. An epsilon transitionu
ε! v of A simply

corresponds to an ordering constraintu�v. Proving the correctness of this encoding is
not difficult.
For finite trees, the above reduction allows to encode those finite automata that recog-
nize a finite language. Universality for automata with finitelanguages is coNP com-
plete and thus entailment of with existential quantifiers coNP hard.

3 Related Structures of Feature Trees

Beside of optionally labeled and sufficiently labeled feature trees, two alternative no-
tions of feature trees can be found in the literature. We recall these notions and com-
pare them with respect to their first-order theories, independence, and their relationship
to second order monadic logic.

3.1 Alternative Definitions of Feature Trees

Optionally labeled feature trees as considered in this article and previously [Mülleret
al., 2000]allow labels at all nodes but donot requireany. In [Aı̈t-Kaci et al., 1994],
completely labeledfeature trees are considered, i.e. feature trees with a total labeling
function. Finally, [Backofen, 1995] considersleaf-labeledfeature trees, i.e feature
trees where exactly the leaves are labeled.

Sets of Words as Trees. As argued in the introduction, we can relate a language
of ordering constraints over some structure of features trees to (W)S2S if the features
trees provided by the structure allow to represent arbitrary sets of words (over features)
in a unique way. Whether this is possible or not depends on thenotion of feature trees
used. Given a labela2 L , a feature tree can be understood as a representation for the
set of itsa-labeled nodes, a subset ofF �.
A completely labeled tree can represent a prefixed closed setof words, whereas a
leaf-labeled tree can represent the frontier of a prefixed closed set. Optionally labeled
trees represent arbitrary sets of words but in general each set corresponds to multiple
trees. Only sufficiently labeled tree can uniquely represent arbitrary non-empty sets of
words.
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First-Order Theories. For equality constraints as in FT, the particular definition
of feature trees does not matter. The reason is that the first-order theory of FT has a
complete axiomatization [Backofen & Smolka, 1995]. Each definition of feature trees
yields a model of the axiomatization of FT. All these models are distinct but their
first-order theories coincide due to the complete axiomatization.
With respect to ordering constraints the choice of the specific definition of feature trees
matters. For example, let us consider the formulasΦ1(x) andΦ2 with labelsa 6= b:

Φ1(x) = 9y(x�y^ a(y)) ^ 9z(x�z^ b(z))
Φ2 = 9x8y x�y

The formulaΦ1(x) says that the root of the denotation ofx is unlabeled sincea 6= b.

Thus,Φ1(x) is satisfiable in FT� and FTfin� but not in a structure of feature trees where
every node must be labeled. The formulaΦ2 says that there exists a least feature tree

with respect to the information ordering. Such a tree existsin FTfin� namely(fεg; /0).
However, there is no least tree in structures of feature trees where all nodes (or all
leaves) are required to be labeled. Thus,Φ2 distinguishes the first-order theory FT�
from those of the alternative structures in [Aı̈t-Kaciet al., 1994, Backofen, 1995,
Backofen & Smolka, 1995].

Independence. The failure of independence for ordering constraints with existen-
tial quantifiers does not depend on the structure of feature trees chosen (optionally
labeled, completely labeled, leaf-labeled, or sufficiently labeled). The counter exam-
ple against independence given in the introduction, however, does not apply for the
structures of feature trees that are completely labeled or leaf-labeled. The judgment
x�y^ a(y) j= a(x)_9z(x�z^b(z)) holds in all these structures but this does not
contradict independence. In fact, for both completely labeled or leaf-labeled trees the
first disjunct is entailed, but not for optionally labeled orsufficiently labeled trees:

x�y^a(y) j= a(x)
This judgment holds for completely labeled trees sincex must be labeled and cannot
bear any other label thana. It also holds for feature trees with labeled leaves where
x�y^a(y) implies thaty and thusx denotes a leaf and hence must be labeled.
The following counter example for independence applies to any of the structures
discussed so far. We writea(x[ f ℄) as an abbreviation for the existential formula9x0 (x[ f ℄x0 ^a(x0)). For any of the structures considered, the following entailment judg-
ment is valid ifa 6= b but neither of the two disjuncts is entailed:

x�y^a(y[ f ℄) j= a(x[ f ℄)_9z(x�z^b(z[ f ℄))
3.2 Sufficiently Labeled Feature Trees

So called sufficiently labeled feature trees play a crucial rôle in the relation between
feature logics and second-order monadic logic.

Definition 3.1 We call a feature treeτ sufficiently labeledif for everyπ 2 Dτ there
exists a pathπ0 and a label a2 L such Lτ(ππ0) = a.
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A finite feature tree is sufficiently labeled if and only if allits leaves are labeled. In
case of infinite feature trees this does not necessarily hold. For instance the tree( f �; /0)
is not sufficiently labeled even though all its leaves (i.e., none) are labeled. Notice also
that a sufficiently labeled feature tree (finite or infinite) contains at least one labeled
node.

Lemma 3.2 Let /0 6= L � F ��L be a partial function. Then there exists a unique
sufficiently labeled feature tree with labeling function L and this tree is the least tree
with labeling function L.

Proof. Sincefπ j L(π) is definedg 6= /0 we can define a tree domainD as follows:

D = fπ j exists a suffixπ0 of π such thatLτ(π0) is definedg
The feature treeτ with Dτ = D andLτ = L is sufficiently labeled and smaller than all
other trees with labeling functionL. ut
Let the predicatesuff-lab(τ) hold if τ is sufficiently labeled. For expressing this we
first express the compatibility predicateτ�τ0 which holds for two treesτ andτ0 if for
all pathπ and labelsa;b, Lτ(π) = a andLτ0(π) = b imply a = b. We can express the

compatibility predicate for FT� and FTfin� by the following existential formulax�y
over ordering constraints:

x�y =def 9z(x�z^ y�z)
Proposition 3.3 If L contains at least two labels then the predicatesuff-lab can be

expressed by a first-order formula over ordering constraints in FT� or FTfin� .

Proof. We express the predicatesuff-lab by the following formulasuff-lab(x):
suff-lab(x) =def 8y (8z (x�z$ y�z)! x�y) ^ :8z (x�z)

This formula requires forα j=FT� suff-lab(x) thatα(x) is smaller than all trees which
are compatible with the same trees thanα(x), and thatα(x) is not the least tree(fεg; /0).
The correctness of the formulasuff-lab(x) is not obvious. First note that for allα : V !
FT� it holds that:

α j=FT� 8z (x�z$ y�z)! x�y iff Lα(x) = Lα(y)
For the one direction, letα j=FT� 8z (x�z$ y�z)! x�y and suppose thatLα(x)(π) is
defined for some pathπ. Let b 6= Lα(x)(π) be a label (which exists sinceL contains at
least two elements) and letτb

π be the smallest tree withLτ(π) = b. Hence,α(x) 6� τb
π

and thusα(y) 6� τb
π. HenceLα(y) is defined andLα(y)(π) 6= b for all b 6= Lα(x)(π).

Hence,Lα(y)(π) = Lα(x)(π). The other direction is straightforward.
Suppose thatα j=FT� suff-lab(x) is valid. We have seen so far thatα(x) is the least
tree with labeling functionLα(x). Note next thatfπ j Lα(x)(π) is definedg 6= /0. Oth-
erwise,α(x) would be the least tree(fεg; /0) which contradicts our assumption that
α j= :8z (x�z). According to Lemma 3.2 there exists a unique sufficiently labeled
feature treeτ with labeling functionLα(x) and this tree is the least tree with labeling
functionLα(x). Thus,τ is equal toα(x) which in turn has to be sufficiently labeled.ut
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3.3 The Structures FT�� and FT�fin�
Second-order monadic logic can be understood as a feature logic closely related to

FT�. For this purpose, it is sufficient to restrict the structures FT� and FTfin� to suffi-
ciently labeled feature trees.

Definition 3.4 The structure FT�� is the restriction of the structure FT� to the domain

of sufficiently labeled feature trees. The structure FT�fin� is the restriction of the struc-

ture FTfin� to the domain of sufficiently labeled feature trees.

The first-order theories of FT� and FT�� differ. One example is the98 formulaΦ2 dis-
cussed in Section 3.1. Another example is the following existential formulaΦ3(x1;x2):

Φ3(x1;x2) = 9x(x�x1^x�x2)
The formulaΦ3(x1;x2) requires for all solutionsα that there existsτ such thatτ�α(x1)
andτ�α(x2). FormulaΦ3(x1;x2) is valid over FT� but not valid over FT��. In FT�
one may chooseτ = (fεg; /0) for all α. This particular choice is impossible in FT��
since(fεg; /0) is not sufficiently labeled. Even worse, ifα(x1) = (fεg; f(ε; a1)g) and
α(x2) = (fεg; f(ε; a2)g) for a1 6= a2 then there exists no appropriate treeτ in FT�� at
all.

Proposition 3.5 The first-order theory of FT�� can be embedded in linear time into the
first-order theory of FT�.

Proof. This follows from the fact that the predicatesuff-lab can be expressed in FT�
(Proposition 3.3). In order to encode a closed FT�� formulaΦ one simply restricts all
quantification withinΦ to the domain of sufficiently labeled feature trees by replacing
all subformulas9xΦ0 recursively by9x(suff-lab(x)^Φ0). ut
4 Second-order Monadic Logic

Let k = jF j be the cardinality of the set of featuresF i.e. 2� k� ω. We recall the
definitions ofsecond-order monadic logic with k successorsSkS [Rabin, 1969] and
of weak second-order monadic logic with k successorsWSkS [Thatcher & Wright,
1968].
Syntactically, SkS and WSkS coincide. We assume an additional infinite set ofpath
variablesdenoted byp that is disjoint from the variables denoted byx. Formulasψ of
SkS and WSkS are built from variablesx andp and featuresf .

w ::= p j ε j f w
ψ ::= p2x j p=w j ψ^ψ0 j :ψ j 8pψ j 8xψ

The semantics of SkS is defined as follows. A path variablep is interpreted as a
path (a word over features) and a variablex as a set of words over features. The
denotation ofε is the empty path and the denotation off w denotes the path obtained
by concatenationf in front of the denotation ofw. The membership constraintp2x
holds if the denotation ofp is a member of the denotation ofx. The equality constraint
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p=w holds if the denotations ofp andw are equal. The semantics of WSkS coincides
with the semantics of SkS except that in WSkS a variablex denotes afiniteset of paths.
As derived forms we will use the following formulas with their usual semantics:9pψ; 9xψ; ψ! ψ0; ψ $ ψ0
The second-order monadic logic with two successors, S2S andWS2S, are obtained
for k = 2. It is well known that (W)SkS can be expressed in (W)S2S for all 2 � k�
ω [Thatcher & Wright, 1968, Rabin, 1969].

Theorem 4.1 [Rabin, 1969, Thatcher & Wright, 1968, Doner, 1970] The satisfia-
bility problems of WS2S and S2S are decidable.

4.1 Relation to Feature Logics

Theorem 4.2 The first-order theories of FT�� and FT�fin� can be embedded in linear
time into S2S and WS2S respectively, and vice versa.

In other words, second-order monadic logic and the first-order theory of the informa-
tion ordering for sufficiently labeled feature trees are interreducible.

An embedding of the theory of FT�� (resp., FT�fin� ) into SkS (resp., WSkS) is shown
in Section 4.3 below. This yields reductions into S2S (resp., WS2S). An inverse
embedding of (W)S2S into FT�� was found in collaboration with Ralf Treinen. It did
not appear in the conference version of this article [Müller & Niehren, 1998] and is
given in Section 4.2.

Corollary 4.3 Second order monadic logic S2S and WS2S can be expressed in the first

order theory FT� and FTfin� resp.

Proof. Theorem 4.2 shows that (W)S2S can be expressed in the first-order theory of

FT�� (reps. FT�fin� ) which in turn can be expressed in the first-order theory of FT�
(resp. FTfin� ) according to Proposition 3.5. ut
Corollary 4.4 The first-order theories of FT�� and FT�fin� are decidable.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence from Theorems 4.2 and 4.1. ut
Despite of Corollary 4.4, the converse of Corollary 4.3 doesnot hold. Otherwise, the

first-order theories of FT� and FTfin� would be decidable, in contradiction to a result
obtained in a follow-up paper of this article [Mülleret al., 1998]. This failure illus-
trates a surprising difference between FT� and FT�� which shows that the restriction to
sufficiently labeled feature trees has an important consequence for the expressiveness
of ordering constraints.
Corollary 4.4 incorporates a new strategy for deciding a fragment of the first-order

theories of FT� and FTfin� . It is sufficient to encode the fragment of FT� into the
corresponding fragment of FT��. Of course, this method fails for the full first-order
theory of FT� because of its undecidability. Nevertheless, this method can be use for
solving difficult problems such as entailment of FT� with existential quantifiers.
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Proposition 4.5 If the number of features inF is countably infinite then the entailment

problem with existential quantifiers for FT� (resp. FTfin� ) can be reduced in linear time

to the entailment problem for FT��(resp. FT�fin� ).

Proof. Proposition 4.5 is a corollary to Proposition 6.8 to be presented. The proof of
the latter proposition is quite involved. It requires some preparations collected in Sec-
tion 5. Note that the result depends on the existence of an infinite number of features.ut
Theorem 4.6 The entailment problem with existential quantifiersϕ j= 9x1 : : :9xn ϕ0
for FT� (resp. FTfin� ) is decidable.

Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 4.4. ut
4.2 Encoding (W)S2S in FT��
We show how to encode second-order monadic logic into the first-order theory of
sufficiently labeled feature trees. We give a single embedding that is correct both as

an embedding for WS2S into the first-order theory of FT�fin� and for S2S into the
first-order theory of FT��.
We first explain how we encode words and sets of words as sufficiently labeled feature
trees. Leta2 L be a label and 0;1;22 F features. A wordπ 2 f1;2g� is encoded by
the sufficiently labeled tree[[ π ℄℄ with L[[ π ℄℄ = f(π;a)g. For instance:[[ f12g ℄℄ = ��

a

1

2

We encode a setΠ� f1;2g� of words by the sufficiently labeled tree[[ Π ℄℄ which satis-
fies:L[[Π ℄℄ = f(ε;a)g[f0π j π2Πg�fag. In particular, the empty set/0 is represented

by the tree(fεg;f(ε;a)g) which is sufficiently labeled. For example:[[ f1;12;22g ℄℄ = a�
a �

a a

0
1

2

2

2

For all wordsπ and setsΠ 2 f1;2g�, membershipπ 2 Π holds if [[ π ℄℄ carries less
information than the subtree of the translation ofΠ at feature 0, i.e. if[[ π ℄℄�[[ Π ℄℄[0℄.
The key to the embedding of (W)S2S is to express two predicates in FT�� and FT�fin�
which require that a tree encodes a word or a (finite) set of words, respectively.
Given featuresf1 : : : ; fn, let af f1; : : : ; fng be the unary predicate which holds for a
feature treeτ if and only if the root ofτ is labeled bya and edges labeled by exactly
the features inf f1; : : : ; fng: That is, af f1; : : : ; fng(τ) holds if and only ifa(τ) and
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f f1; : : : ; fng= Dτ\F . We express the predicateaf f1; : : : ; fng in FT�� by the following
first-order formula with free variablex:

af f1; : : : ; fng(x) =def 9x1 : : :9xn ( a(x) ^Vn
i=1 x[ fi ℄xi ^8y((a(y) ^Vn

i=1 y[ fi ℄xi)! x�y))
Based on the formulaaf f1; : : : ; fng(x), we can express the predicatebin-treea which
holds if τ is a binary tree over featuresf1,2g whose nodes are unlabeled or labeled
with a, i.e., if Dτ � f1;2g� and /0 6= Lτ � Dτ�fag. We expressbin-treea(τ) in FT��
and FT�fin� by the following formulabin-treea(x):

bin-treea(x) =def 9y(x�y^ af1;2g(y) ^ ^
f2f1;2g9z(y�z^ z[ f ℄y))

Note that ifbin-treea(τ) holds for a sufficiently labeled treeτ thenfπ j Lτ(π) = ag 6= /0
since every sufficiently labeled feature tree has at least one label. The predicateword
holds for a treeτ which represents a word of feature in that there existsπ 2 F � such
that [[ π ℄℄ = τ. Hence,word(τ) holds if τ is a minimal binarya-tree.

word(x) =def bin-treea(x) ^ :9y(bin-treea(y) ^ y�x^ :x�y)
It is interesting to see why this encoding works: Ifα solvesword(x) over FT�� then
α(x) must have exactly one leaf that is labeled bya: At least one anyway sinceα(x)
is sufficiently labeled, and not more than one because otherwise some leaves could be
dropped to find a smaller sufficiently labeled solution. Sinceα solvesbin-treea(x), the
unique leaf ofα(x) must bea-labeled but none of it inner nodes may be since otherwise
inner labels may be dropped.
We express possibly empty sets of words by the predicateset such thatset(τ) holds
for τ iff τ = [[ Π ℄℄ for some setΠ� f1;2g�. We express this predicate as follows:

empty-set(x) =def af g(x)
non-empty-set(x) =def af0g(x) ^ 9y(x[0℄y^ bin-treea(y))

set(x) =def empty-set(x)_non-empty-set(x)
In Figure 1, the reduction of (W)S2S into the first-order theory of FT�� (resp., FT�fin� )
is given. The encoding applies to closed formulas only. It treats both path variablesp
and set variablesx as tree variables. The translation of quantifiers requiresword(p) for
all path variablesp andset(x) for all set variablesx. The translation of membership[[ p 2 x ℄℄ requires for its solutionsα that [[ α(p) ℄℄ is smaller than the subtree ofα(x)
at path 0 as explained above. The translation of terms[[ p = w ℄℄ uses an auxiliary
translation[[ w ℄℄p which is defined along the recursive definition ofw.

Proposition 4.7 A closed S2S (resp., WS2S) formulaψ is valid if and only if its trans-

lation [[ ψ ℄℄ is valid over FT�� (resp., FT�fin� ).

Proof. One shows by structural induction over the formulaψ that the solutions ofψ
and[[ ψ ℄℄ are in 1-1 correspondence through the encoding of sets as trees as discussed
above. More precisely, we can translate an assignmentα from paths variables to words
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[[ ε ℄℄x = af g(x) [[ p=w ℄℄ = [[ w ℄℄p[[ 1w ℄℄x = 9y(x[1℄y^ [[ w ℄℄y)[[ 2w ℄℄x = 9y(x[2℄y^ [[ w ℄℄y) [[ p2 x ℄℄ = 9y(x[0℄y^ p�y)[[ p ℄℄x = p�x^ x�p[[ 9pψ ℄℄ = 9p(word(p)^ [[ ψ ℄℄) [[ ψ^ψ0 ℄℄ = [[ ψ ℄℄^ [[ ψ0 ℄℄[[ 9xψ ℄℄ = 9x(set(x)^ [[ ψ ℄℄) [[ :ψ ℄℄ = : [[ ψ ℄℄
Figure 1: Encoding (W)S2S in the first order theory of FT�� (resp., FT�fin� )

in F � and set variables to sets inP(F �) to an assignment[[ α ℄℄ : V ! FT�� of tree
variables to sufficiently labeled trees such that[[ α ℄℄(p) = [[ α(p) ℄℄ and[[ α ℄℄(x) = [[ α(x) ℄℄
for all x; p. Let ψ be an formula of (W)S2S with path variablesP(ψ) and set variables
S(ψ). We can show for allα thatα is a solution ofψ if and only if [[ α ℄℄ is a solution of
ψ ^Vp2P(ψ) word(p) ^Vx2S(ψ) set(x). ut
4.3 Encoding FT�� in (W)S2S

We give the reduction of FT�� or FT�fin� into (W)S2S by detour through the second-
order monadic logic withk= jF j successors (W)SkS.

Trees as Sets of Words. Let 1� n < ∞ be the number of labels inL . Every
sufficiently labeled feature tree can be identified with a unique n-tuple of pairwise
disjoint sets of paths with non-empty union, and vice versa.For every labela2 L we
define a functionγa from feature trees to non-empty sets of paths:

γa(τ) = fπ j Lτ(π) = ag
For L=fa1; : : : ;ang we defineγ(τ) as the followingn-tuple of sets of paths:

γ(τ) = (γa1(τ); : : : ;γan(τ))
Proposition 4.8 The mappingγ from sufficiently labeled feature trees to n-tuples of
pairwise disjoint sets of words with non-empty union is one-to-one and onto. Further-
more, every sufficiently labeled treeτ is finite if and only if every component ofγ(τ) is
finite.

Proof. Let τ be a sufficiently labeled feature tree. Sinceε 2 Dτ there exists a pathπ
and a labela such that(επ; a) 2 Lτ. Hence[n

i=1γai (τ) is nonempty. The setsγai (τ) are
pairwise disjoint sinceLτ is a partial function. It is also clear that[n

i=1γai (τ) is finite
if τ is finite. The converse follows from the fact that a sufficiently labeled infinite tree
has infinitely many labeled nodes.
In order to prove thatγ is one-to-one and onto, we define the inverse mapping ofγ as
follows. Let Π1; : : : ;Πn be pairwise disjoint sets of words over features that have a
nonempty union. We defineγ�1(Π1; : : : ;Πn) as follows:

Dγ�1(Π1;:::;Πn) = Sn
i=1fπ j π is a prefix of some word inΠig

Lγ�1(Π1;:::;Πn) = Sn
i=1f(π; ai) j 1� i � n; π 2Πig
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[[ a(x) ℄℄ = ε2xa[[ x[ f ℄y ℄℄ = Vn
i=18p( f p2xai $ p2yai )[[ x�y ℄℄ = Vn
i=1xai�yai[[ ϕ^ϕ0 ℄℄ = [[ ϕ ℄℄^ [[ ϕ0 ℄℄[[ :ϕ ℄℄ = : [[ ϕ ℄℄[[ 9xϕ ℄℄ = 9xa1 : : :9xan ((Vn

i; j=1
i 6= j

xai\xaj= /0 )^9p(Wn
i=1 p2xai ) ^ [[ ϕ ℄℄)

Figure 2: Encoding the first-order theory of FT� or FTfin� into (W)SkS wherek= jF j.
Since

Sn
i=1Πi is assumed to be non-empty, we haveε 2 Dγ�1(Π1;:::;Πn) which is prefix-

closed by construction. The relationLγ�1(Π1;:::;Πn) is a partial function since allΠi are
assumed to be pairwise disjoint. Henceγ�1(Π1; : : : ;Πn) is a feature tree, which clearly
is sufficiently labeled.
It is quite obvious thatγ�1 is in fact the inverse function ofγ, i.e., thatγ�1(γ(τ)) = τ for
all sufficiently labeledτ and thatγ(γ�1(Π1; : : : ;Πn)) = (Π1; : : : ;Πn) for all Π1; : : : ;Πn

that are pairwise disjoint and have a non-empty union. ut
Note that we need not require prefix-closedness for the sets in the domain ofγ since the
domain of a sufficiently labeled feature treeτ is uniquely determined by its labeling
functionLτ.

Reduction to (W)SkS. We next define a mapping from first-order formulas over

ordering constraints (interpreted over FT�� or FT�fin� ) to formulas of second-order
monadic logic withk successors. We will make use of the following abbreviations:

x\y= /0 =def :9p(p2x^ p2y) and x� y =def 8p(p2x! p2y)
For every variablex and labela let xa be a fresh variable. Suppose thatL =fa1; : : : ;ang. In Figure 2, the definition of the mapping[[ ℄℄ is given.

Proposition 4.9 A formulaΦ whose bound variables are renamed apart is valid over

FT�� (resp.. FT�fin� ) if and only if its translation[[ Φ ℄℄ is valid over WSkS (resp. SkS).

Proof. If α is a solution ofΦ then α0 with α0(xai ) = γai (α(x)) for all i, 1� i � n,
is a solution of[[ Φ ℄℄. If β is a solution of[[ Φ ℄℄ then the mappingβ0 with β0(x) =
γ�1(β(xa1); : : : ;β(xan)) is a solution ofΦ. The existence of the inverse mappingγ�1 of
γ is proved by Proposition 4.8. ut
5 Satisfiability and Entailment of Simple Path Constraints

We now prepare the reduction of the entailment problem with existential quantifiers

for FT� or FTfin� to the corresponding problem for FT�� or FT�fin� , respectively. For
this purpose, we recall results on satisfiability and least solutions from [Mülleret al.,
2000] and then formulate a corollary about entailment of simple path constraints.
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5.1 Simple Path Constraints

We will use a collection of predicates based on the subtree relation at a fixed path, as
well as appropriate formulas to express these predicates that we call path constraints.
We distinguish simple path constraints thatrequire the existence of a path and condi-
tional path constraints which impose a restriction under the condition that a path exists.
In this section, we restrict ourselves to simple path constraints. Conditional path con-
straints will be introduced in Section 7.1 where entailmentwith existential quantifiers
is considered.
If π 2 Dτ we write asτ[π℄ the subtreeof τ at pathπ which is formally defined by
Dτ[π℄ = fπ0 j ππ0 2 Dτg andLτ[π℄ = f(π0; a) j Lτ(ππ0) = ag. Let π 2 F � be a path.
Thesubtree predicateτ[π℄τ0 holds for two treesτ andτ0 iff π 2 Dτ andτ[π℄ = τ0. We
express the subtree predicate by the following formulax[π℄y which generalizesx[ f ℄y
from a single featuref to an arbitrary pathπ.

x[ε℄y = x�y^ y�x
x[ππ0℄y = 9z(x[π℄z^ z[π0℄y)

We need three further predicates:τ[π℄# holds iff π 2 Dτ, a(τ[π℄) is valid iff Lτ(π) = a,
andτ�τ0[π℄ holds if π 2 Dτ0 andτ is smaller thanτ0[π℄. We definesimple path con-
straintsas formulas to express these predicates by means of existential quantification:

x[π℄# = 9y(x[π℄y)
a(x[π℄) = 9y(x[π℄y^ a(y))
x�y[π℄ = 9z(x�z^y[π℄z)

Lemma 5.1 For all variables x;y;z and pathπ it holds that:

1. The constraint x�z[π℄ ^ y�z[π℄ entails x�y for FT� and FTfin� .

2. If π 6= ε then x�x[π℄ is unsatisfiable over FTfin� but satisfiable over FT�.

Proof. The first property follows directly the definitions. The second property justifies
the well-known occurs check which holds for finite trees but not for infinite ones. ut
We recall the notion ofsyntactic supportfrom [Müller et al., 2000] which verifies
entailment judgments by purely syntactical means. We consider three forms of judg-
mentsϕ ` y�x[π℄, ϕ ` x[π℄#, andϕ ` a(x[π℄).

ϕ ` y�x[ε℄ if y�x in ϕ
ϕ ` y�x[ f ℄ if x[ f ℄y in ϕ

ϕ ` y�x[π1π2℄ if existsz : ϕ ` y�z[π2℄ and ϕ ` z�x[π1℄
ϕ ` x[π℄# if existsz : ϕ ` z�x[π℄

ϕ ` a(x[π℄) if existsz : ϕ ` z�x[π℄ anda(z) in ϕ

Lemma 5.2 (Correctness)For all ϕ;x;y;π, and a it is valid over FT� and FTfin� that:

1. if ϕ ` x�y[π℄ thenϕ j= x�y[π℄ holds.

2. if ϕ ` x[π℄# thenϕ j= x[π℄# holds.

3. if ϕ ` a(x[π℄) thenϕ j= a(x[π℄) holds.

Proof. Straightforward induction on the rules defining syntactic support. ut
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5.2 Satisfiability and Least Solutions

In [Müller et al., 2000], an algorithm is given that tests a constraintϕ for satisfiability

over FT� and FTfin� , respectively. It also computes the least solution of a satisfiable
constraint. We recall these results since they are essential for this article.
We call a constraintϕ closed(under reflexivityF1:1, transitivityF1:2 and decomposi-
tion F2) if it satisfies the following properties:F1:1 x�x in ϕ if x2 V (ϕ)F1:2 x�z in ϕ if x�y in ϕ andy�z in ϕF2 x0�y0 in ϕ if x[ f ℄x0 in ϕ; x�y in ϕ andy[ f ℄y0 in ϕ

We define theclosureof a constraintϕ to be the smallest closed constraint which
containsϕ. Note that the closure of a constraint is independent of the structure chosen,

FT� or FTfin� . For every constraint there exists a unique closure. The closure of a
constraintϕ is a conjunction ofϕ with some basic constraintsx�y wherex;y2V (ϕ).
Theorem 5.3 (Satisfiability and Least Solutions)There exists a cubic time algo-
rithm which computes the closure of a constraint and decidesits satisfiability both

over FT� and FTfin� . A satisfiable constraintϕ has a least solutionleastϕ which, if ϕ
is closed, satisfies for all x2 V (ϕ):

Dleastϕ(x) = fπ j ϕ ` x[π℄#g
Lleastϕ(x) = f(π; a) j ϕ ` a(x[π℄)g

Proof. We only sketch the proof given in [Mülleret al., 2000]. The central idea
is to consider an extended constraint language which provides atomic compatibility
constraints of the formx�y. We call a constraint of the extended languageclash-free

for FT� if it satisfiesF3-F5 andclash-free for FTfin� if it satisfiesF3-F6.F3:1 x�y in ϕ if x�y in ϕF3:2 x�z in ϕ if x�y in ϕ andy�z in ϕF3:3 x�y in ϕ if y�xF4 x0�y0 in ϕ if x[ f ℄x0 in ϕ; x�y in ϕ andy[ f ℄y0 in ϕF5 not a(x)^x�y^b(y) in ϕ and a 6= bF6 not ϕ ` x�x[π℄ andπ 6= ε

For every constraintϕ one can compute its saturation with respect toF1-F4 in cubic
time and then check whether it is clash-free by inspection ofF5-F6. If not thenϕ is
unsatisfiable and otherwise satisfiable. The latter can be shown by proving thatleastϕ
solvesϕ if ϕ is closed and clash-free (see Proposition 4 and Lemma 5 of [M¨uller et al.,
2000]).
Finally, suppose thatϕ is closed and satisfiable (it does not matter whetherϕ contains
compatibility constraints or not). Hence the saturationϕ0 of ϕ with respect toF1-
F4 must be clash-free. Hence,leastϕ0 is the least solution ofϕ0. Sinceϕ is a closed
constraint, it coincides withϕ0 up to additional compatibility constraints. Henceleastϕ
is equal toleastϕ0 and solvesϕ0 and thusϕ. ut
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5.3 Entailment of Simple Path Constraints

The syntactic description of least solutions given in Theorem 5.3 implies a criterion
for entailment of simple path constraints.

Corollary 5.4 (Simple Path Constraints) Let ϕ be satisfiable and closed. For every
variable x2V (ϕ), and all a;π;z the following two equivalences hold:

ϕ j= x[π℄# iff ϕ ` x[π℄#
ϕ j= a(x[π℄) iff ϕ ` a(x[π℄)

Proof. Syntactic support implies entailment due to Lemma 5.2. The converse follows
from Theorem 5.3 on least solutions: Letϕ be closed and satisfiable andleastϕ its
least solution. Ifϕ j= x[π℄# thenleastϕ(x)[π℄# holds,i.e., ϕ ` x[π℄#. If ϕ j= a(x[π℄) then
a(leastϕ(x)[π℄) holds,i.e., ϕ ` a(x[π℄). ut
Note that Corollary 5.4 does not cover entailment of all kinds of simple path con-
straints. For instance, it does not determine whenϕ j= x�π[y℄ holds. Forπ = ε the
latter kind of entailment can be decided due to a result in [M¨uller et al., 2000]. We
recall this result for sake of completeness but do not use it in the sequel.

Theorem 5.5 [Müller et al., 2000]The entailment problemϕ j= ϕ0 can be tested in

cubic time both for FT� and FTfin� . For both structures it holds that ifϕ is satisfiable
and closed, and x;y2 V (ϕ) then:

ϕ j= x�y iff x�y in ϕ:
Proof. This result is non-trivial since it is no longer sufficient toconsider least solu-
tions. For the proof we refer to [Mülleret al., 2000]. ut
6 Deciding Entailment with Existential Quantifiers

We now reduce entailment with existential quantifiers for FT� (resp. FTfin� ) to the

corresponding problem for FT�� (resp. FT�fin� ) under the assumption that the set of
featureF is countably infinite. We thereby prove Proposition 4.5 as a corollary to
Proposition 6.8 below. Recall that Proposition 4.5 covers the main step for proving
the reduction of the entailment problem with existential quantifiers to second-order
monadic logic.

Caveat: We need distinct notations for entailment with respect to FT�
(resp., FTfin� ) and FT�� (resp., FT�fin� ). From now on, we writeΦ j=FT� Φ0
andΦ j=FT�� Φ0 and always ignore potential finiteness annotations.
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6.1 Model Change for Quantifier-free Entailment

We show that changing the model for FT� to FT�� does not affect satisfiability or
quantifier-free entailment. Even though this model-invariance does not hold for en-
tailment with existential quantifiers, these considerations will shed some light on the
more general case.

Definition 6.1 Let b2 L and g2 F . For all treesτ with g =2 F (τ), we define a suffi-
ciently labeled feature treeexb

g(τ) by adding sufficiently many labels as follows:

Dexb
g(τ) = Dτ[fπg j π 2 Dτg

Lexb
g(τ) = Lτ[f(πg;b) j π 2 Lτg

Proposition 6.2 (Adding Labels) Let b2 L , g2 F , ϕ a constraint, andx a sequence
of variables. Ifα : V ! FT� is a variable assignment with g=2 F (ϕ)[FV (9xϕ)(α)
then:

α j=FT� 9xϕ iff exb
gÆα j=FT�� 9xϕ

Proof. The proof is rather lengthy but simple. It can be found in Section 8.2. ut
As a first illustration of the importance of Proposition 6.2,we show how to encode the
satisfiability problem of FT� into the corresponding problem of FT��.

Lemma 6.3 (Model change and satisfiability)Let ϕ be closed. Ifϕ is satisfiable
over FT� thenϕ is satisfiable over FT��, and vice versa.

Proof. If ϕ is satisfiable over FT� then it has a least solution (Theorem 5.3). Sinceϕ
is closed, its least solution is equal toleastϕ as defined in Theorem 5.3. Letg =2 F (ϕ)
be some feature (which exists sinceF is infinite) andb 2 L a label. Hence,g =2
FV (ϕ)(leastϕ) also in case of infinite trees and Proposition 6.2 implies that exb

gÆ leastϕ
is a solution ofϕ. ut
Our next goal is to lift Lemma 6.3 from satisfiability to quantifier-free entailment. This
step is quite simple provided the following Lemma is given.

Lemma 6.4 (Fresh Features)Let Φ be a first-order formula over ordering con-
straints, and g a fresh feature g62F (Φ). ThenΦ is valid in FT� if for all α : V ! FT�
with g =2 FV (Φ)(α) it holds thatα j=FT� Φ.

Proof. The proof relies on the fact that the set of featureF is infinite. It is again not
difficult and thus given in Section 8.1. ut
Lemma 6.5 (Model change and quantifier-free entailment)Let ϕ and ϕ0 be con-
straints. Then:

ϕ j=FT� ϕ0 iff ϕ j=FT�� ϕ0
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Notice that Lemma 6.5 does not require closedness forϕ (nor ϕ0) even though it is
more general than Lemma 6.3 (which requires prefix closedness). The reason is that
the proof given for Lemma 6.5 uses least solutions, in contrast to the following proof
of the more general Lemma 6.3.

Proof. The implication from the right to the left is somewhat tedious: We
assumeϕ j=FT�� ϕ0 and showϕ j=FT� ϕ0. We fix a label b 2 L and a feature

g =2 F (ϕ ! ϕ0) which exists sinceF is infinite. Sinceg =2 F (ϕ ! ϕ0) we can show
the validity ofϕ ! ϕ0 by applying Lemma 6.4. Letα : V ! FT� be a mapping with
g =2 FV (ϕ!ϕ0)(α). In order to proveα j=FT� ϕ! ϕ0 we suppose thatα j=FT� ϕ. Given
the freshness condition forg, Proposition 6.2 impliesexb

g Æ α j=FT�� ϕ. Entailment

ϕ j=FT�� ϕ0 yields exb
g Æα j=FT�� ϕ0 such that the converse of Proposition 6.2 implies

α j=FT� ϕ0.
The converse is straightforward: Supposeϕ j=FT� ϕ0 and letα : V !FT�� be a variable
assignment. We assumeα j=FT�� ϕ and show thatα j=FT�� ϕ0. Our assumption yields

α j=FT� ϕ such that entailment impliesα j=FT� ϕ0. Sinceα is a mapping into FT�� it
follows thatα j=FT�� ϕ0 as required. ut
6.2 Entailment with Existential Quantifiers

Unfortunately, Lemma 6.5 does not generalize to entailmentwith existential quantifi-
cation. This means thatϕ j=FT� 9xϕ0 does not implyϕ j=FT�� 9xϕ0 in general. The
problem can be illustrated by the counter example in (1) and (2):

truej=FT� 9x(x�x1^x�x2) (1)

true 6j=FT�� 9x(x�x1^x�x2) (2)

The formula9x(x�x1^x�x2) on the right hand side in (1) and (2) is valid over FT�
but not over FT��. It requires for every pair of trees (the values ofx1;x2) that there
exists a third tree (forx) which is smaller than each of them. In the case of FT�, x
may denote the tree(fεg; /0) independently of the choices forx1 andx2. In fact, the
tree(fεg; /0) is the only possible choice forx if a 6= b, x1 denotes(fεg;f(ε;ag), and
x2 denotes(fεg;f(ε;ag). Since the tree(fεg; /0) is not sufficiently labeled, we cannot
chose any sufficiently labeled tree forx in FT�� given the above values forx1 andx2

(which, in fact, are sufficiently labeled).
The first idea for resolving the trouble is to require sufficiently many labels in a syntac-
tic manner,i.e., by additional labeling constraints for all global variables. Of course,
labeling constraints cannot be added arbitrarily without affecting the set of solutions
in an uncontrolled way. So a refined idea is to requireb(x[g℄) for all global variables
x, a fixed fresh featureg, and a fixed labelb. In this way the problem in example (2)
can be solved since the following entailment judgment holds:

b(x1[g℄) ^ b(x2[g℄) j=FT�� 9x(x�x1^x�x2) (3)

In contrast to (2), the variable assignmentα which mapsx1 to (fεg;f(ε;ag) andx2 to(fεg;f(ε;ag) does no longer solve the left-hand side of (3). The “extended” variable
assignmentexb

g Æα solves the right hand side of (3) since the existentially quantified
variablex can be mapped toexb

g((fεg; /0)).
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Definition 6.6 (Formula Extension) Let b2 L and g2 F . For every first-order for-
mula Φ over ordering constraints with g=2 F (Φ) we define a first-order formulaexb

g(Φ) by: exb
g(Φ) = Φ^ ^

y2V (Φ)b(y[g℄)
The idea behind this formula is thatexb

g(ϕ) syntactically enforces sufficiently many la-
bels for the least solution ofexb

g(ϕ). Of course, for entailment over FT� one must also
consider variable assignments into feature trees which arenot necessarily sufficiently
labeled. Therefore, the precise rôle of the formulaexb

g(ϕ) for entailment remains un-
clear at first sight. It will soon be clarified (see Proposition 6.8 below).
The good news is that Definition 6.6 can be used for resolving counter examples such
as (1) in a systematic way: In a first step, the left-hand side of (1) has to be replaced by
an equivalent constraint that contains at least the variables of its right-hand side. For
instance, we may replace true byx1�x1^x2�x2. In a second step, we apply Definition
6.6 and obtain a constraint equivalent tob(x1[g℄) ^ b(x2[g℄) which is precisely the left-
hand side of (3).

Lemma 6.7 (The Trouble) Let ϕ be a closed constraint, g a fresh feature g=2 F (ϕ),
x a sequence of variables, and b a label. A variable assignment α : V ! FT�� with
α j=FT� exb

g(9xϕ) satisfiesα j=FT�� 9xϕ under the following precondition:

(PC-Tr) for all x 2 V (9xϕ) and all pathsπ: if ϕ ` x[π℄# thenα j=FT� b(x[πg℄)
Proof. This proof is non-trivial. It is given in Section 7. ut
Note that we can always find a fresh featureg for any constraintϕ since the set of all
featuresF is infinite whereasF (ϕ) is finite (cf., Lemma 6.4).

Proposition 6.8 (Model change and entailment with existential quantifiers) Let x
be a sequence of variables,ϕ and ϕ0 closed constraints such thatV (9xϕ0) � V (ϕ),
and b a label. If g is a fresh feature g=2 F (ϕ!9xϕ0) then:

ϕ j=FT� 9xϕ0 iff exb
g(ϕ) j=FT�� 9xϕ0

Proof. Let ϕ;ϕ0 be closed constraints,g =2 F (ϕ!9xϕ0), andV (9xϕ0)� V (ϕ).
The implication from the right to the left remains as tediousas for Lemma 6.5: We
assumeexb

g(ϕ) j=FT�� 9xϕ0. For proving the validity ofϕ ! 9xϕ0 over FT� we ap-

ply Lemma 6.4. Sinceg =2 F (ϕ ! 9xϕ0) is assumed, it is sufficient to fix a vari-
able assignmentα : V ! FT� with g =2 FV (ϕ!9xϕ0)(α) and α j=FT� ϕ and to show
that α j=FT� 9xϕ0. If α j=FT� ϕ, then Proposition 6.2 together with the above fresh-
ness condition forg implies exb

g Æ α j=FT�� ϕ. From the definition ofexb
g it fol-

lows that exb
g Æ α j=FT�� Vy2V (ϕ)b(y[g℄) and thusexb

g Æ α j=FT�� exb
g(ϕ). Entailmentexb

g(ϕ) j=FT�� 9xϕ0 implies thatexb
g Æα j=FT�� 9xϕ0. Thusα j=FT� 9xϕ0 follows from

Proposition 6.2.
The converse implication (which was straightforward for Lemma 6.5) now becomes
rather difficult. We assumeϕ j=FT� 9xϕ0 andα j=FT�� exb

g(ϕ). We show thatα j=FT��
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9xϕ0. Fromα j=FT�� exb
g(ϕ) it follows thatα j=FT� exb

g(ϕ) and henceα j=FT� exb
g(9xϕ0)

sinceV (9xϕ0)�V (ϕ). It remains to show thatα j=FT�� 9xϕ0. This can be done by an

application of the Trouble Lemma 6.7 (here the closedness ofϕ0 is used). It remains
to verify the precondition(PC-Tr) of the Trouble Lemma. We letx 2 V (9xϕ0) and
π satisfyingϕ0 ` x[π℄# and show thatα j=FT� b(x[πg℄). From ϕ0 ` x[π℄# it follows
that 9xϕ0 j=FT� x[π℄# such that entailment yieldsϕ j=FT� x[π℄#. The latter and the
closedness ofϕ imply ϕ ` x[π℄# as shown by Corollary 5.4. By definition of syntactic
support there exists a variabley2V (ϕ) such thatϕ ` y�x[π℄ and thusϕ j=FT� y�x[π℄.
The definition ofexb

g yieldsexb
g(ϕ) j=FT� b(x[πg℄), i.e. α j=FT� b(x[πg℄). ut

Note that the assumptionV (9xϕ0)�V (ϕ) is essential for Proposition 6.8. Otherwise,
the extensionexb

g(ϕ) would not enforce sufficiently many labels (see Example (1)). On
the other hand side, this assumption does not restrict generality. If it is not satisfied
then we can simply add tautologiesy�y for all variablesy2V (9xϕ0) to ϕ.
Note also the Proposition 6.8 insists on the closedness assumption for bothϕ and
ϕ0. Both assumptions are necessary. The closedness ofϕ0 is required by the Trouble
Lemma 6.7 whose precondition(PC-Tr) follows from Corollary 5.4 which requires
the closedness ofϕ.

7 Resolving the Trouble

In the previous section we reduced the entailment problem with existential quantifiers
in FT� to the corresponding problem in FT�� provided that the Trouble Lemma 6.7
holds. In order to prove this lemma, we first introduce conditional path constraints.

7.1 Conditional Path Constraints

The predicateτ?[π℄� τ0 holds if eitherπ 62 Dτ or π 2 τ andτ[π℄�τ0. We express this
predicate by the following formula that we call aconditional path constraint:

x?[π℄ � y = 9z(x�z^ z[π℄y)
Lemma 7.1 (Path Constraints and Satisfiability) For all x;y;z, pathsπ1;π2, and la-
bels a;b: If a 6= b then the formula b(x[π1π2℄) ^ x?[π1℄� y^ y�z^ a(z[π2℄) is unsat-
isfiable.

Figure 3 illustrates the situation of Lemma 7.1.
We extend the definition ofsyntactic supportto judgmentsϕ ` x?[π℄ � y with condi-
tional path constraints:

ϕ ` x?[ε℄� y if x�y in ϕ
ϕ ` x?[ f ℄� y if x[ f ℄y in ϕ

ϕ ` x?[π1π2℄� y if existszsuch thatϕ ` x?[π1℄� zand ϕ ` z?[π2℄� y

Lemma 7.2 (Correctness)For all x;y;π;ϕ if ϕ ` x?[π℄ � y thenϕ j= x?[π℄� y.

Lemma 7.3 (Cancellation of Mountains) For closedϕ and all x;y;π:
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x� y� z

b a

π1

π2

π1

π2

Figure 3: Path constraints and satisfiability:b(x[π1π2℄) ^ x?[π1℄� y^ y�z^ a(z[π2℄)
is unsatisfiable ifa 6= b. The vertical dimension (top to bottom) corresponds to feature
selection, the horizontal dimension (left to right) to the ordering�.

y� � z

x

π1

π2

π1
y� � z

a

π1

π2

π1
y� � z� π1

π2

π1

Figure 4: Cancellation of Mountains

1. If ϕ ` x�y[π1π2℄ andϕ ` y?[π1℄� z thenϕ ` x�z[π2℄.
2. If ϕ ` a(y[π1π2℄) andϕ ` y?[π1℄� z thenϕ ` a(z[π2℄).
3. If ϕ ` y[π1π2℄# andϕ ` y?[π1℄� z thenϕ ` z[π2℄#.

Proof. The situation is depicted in Figure 4. The latter two cases follow from the
first one. For the first case, we assumeϕ ` x�y[π1π2℄ andϕ ` y?[π1℄� z. Then there
exists a variablez0 2 V (ϕ) such thatϕ ` z0�y[π1℄ andϕ ` x�z0[π2℄. We can show by
induction onπ1 thatz�z0 in ϕ. Henceϕ ` x�z0[π2℄. ut
Lemma 7.4 (Mountain chains) Let y;z;z0 be variables,π0;π1;π2 paths and a2 L a
label. If α j=FT� 9z0(z?[π0℄� z0^z0�y[π1℄) and Lα(z)(π0π2) = a then Lα(y)(π1π2) = a.

Proof. Straightforward. The situation of the Lemma is illustratedin Figure 5. ut
7.2 Proving the Trouble Lemma

Lemma 6.7 (The Trouble) Let ϕ be a closed constraint,g =2 F (ϕ) a feature,x a
sequence of variables, andb a label. A variable assignmentα : V ! FT�� with α j=FT�exb

g(9xϕ) satisfiesα j=FT�� 9xϕ under the following precondition:

(PC-Tr) for all x2 V (9xϕ) and all pathsπ: if ϕ ` x[π℄# thenα j=FT� b(x[πg℄)
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Figure 5: Mountain chain

Proof. Let ϕ be a closed constraint andα a solution ofϕ that satisfiesα j=FT�exb
g(9xϕ). It is sufficient to construct a variable assignmentβ : V ! FT�� which solves

ϕ and coincides withα on the variables inV (ϕ)[fxg. We call a variabley global if
y2V (9xϕ) andlocal if y2 fxg.
For every global variabley we define a sufficiently labeled feature treeβ(y) by β(y) =
α(y). For all local variabley2 fxg we define a sufficiently labeled feature treeβ(y) by
specifying its labeling function which in turn determines its tree domain (Lemma 3.2):L1 Lβ(y)(π) = a if ϕ ` a(y[π℄)L2 Lβ(y)(πg) = b if ϕ ` y[π℄#L3 Lβ(y)(π1π2) = a if

�
existsz2 V (9xϕ) and z0 2 V (ϕ) such that
ϕ ` z?[π0℄� z0; ϕ ` z0�y[π1℄; andLα(z)(π0π2) = a

Compare conditionL3 with the mountain chain situation depicted in Figure 5. The
value of the local variabley depends on the value of the global variablez in such a way
thatLβ(y)(π1π2) = a has to be required according to the Mountain Chain Lemma 7.4.
The reader might wonder, why mountain chains with only two mountains (see Figure
5) are sufficient to characterize the relationships betweenglobal and local variables.
Why, for instance is the following more general situation covered?

z x y� z0 � x0 �
a a a a a

π0

π2 π2

π4

π0 π4 π4 π1

π2

π1

π2π2

The reason is thatϕ is assumed to be closed such that inner mountains can be canceled
out. In the above example for instance, Lemma 7.3 impliesz0�x0 in ϕ such that the
more specific situation in Figure 5 applies as well.
We have to verify thatβ(y) is well-defined for all local variablesy. First note that
Dβ(y) 6= /0: Because ofL2 the valueLβ(y)(g) = b is defined such that the tree domain
Dβ(y) = fπ j exists suffixπ0 of π such thatLβ(y)(π0) is definedg is non-empty. We next
show thatLβ(y) is a partial function,i.e., thatLβ(y)(π) is uniquely defined for all pathπ
whereLβ(y)(π) is defined. Sinceg =2 F (ϕ), caseL2 cannot overlap with eitherL1 nor
L3. Suppose thaty a local variable,π a path anda;b labels such thatLβ(y)(π) = a by
L1 andLβ(y)(π) = b by L3. According toL3, it holds thatπ = π1π2 for someπ1π2 and
there are global variablez andz0 2V (ϕ) such that:

ϕ ` z0�y[π1℄; ϕ ` z?[π0℄� z0; Lα(z)(π0π2) = b
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FromL1 it follows thatϕ ` a(y[π1π2℄). Thus, there is a variabley0 2 V (ϕ) such that
ϕ ` y0�y[π1℄ andϕ ` a(y0[π2℄). From the correctness of syntactic support (Lemma 5.2)
and Lemma 5.1 we obtain:

ϕ j=FT� z0�y[π1℄ ^ y0�y[π1℄ j=FT� z0�y0
Sinceα j=FT�� 9xϕ andz is global the following constraint is satisfiable over FT�:

b(z[π0π2℄) ^ z?[π0℄� z0 ^ z0�y0 ^ a(y0[π2℄)
This is precisely the situation of Lemma 7.1 which proves that a= b. Hence,Lβ(y) is
indeed a partial function andβ(y) a sufficiently labeled feature tree.
It remains to show thatβ solvesϕ, i.e., thatβ satisfies all basic constraints inϕ.

1. Casex[ f ℄y in ϕ. We have to show thatLβ(x)( f π) = a if and only if Lβ(y)(π) = a.

We first show thatLβ(x)( f π) = a impliesLβ(y)(π) = a.

(a) Casex;y are both local.

L1 Suppose thatLβ(x)( f π) = a because ofϕ` a(x[ f π0℄). Sinceϕ is closed
it follows from Mountain Removal Lemma 7.3 (part 2) thatϕ`a(y[π℄)
and henceβ(y)(π) = a.

L2 Let Lβ(x)( f π) = a because off π = π0g, a = b and ϕ ` x[π0℄#. Our
assumptiong =2F (ϕ) implies f 6= g such that there existsπ00 with π =
π00g andπ0 = f π00. Sinceϕ is closed, the Mountain Removal Lemma
7.3 (part 3) andx[ f ℄y in ϕ yield ϕ ` y[π00℄#. Hence,Lβ(y)(π00g) = b,
i.e., Lβ(y)(π) = b.

L3 Assume thatLβ(x)( f π) = a since there exist a global variablez, a vari-
ablez0 2V (ϕ), and pathsπ0;π1;π2 such thatf π = π1π2, ϕ ` z?[π1℄�
z0, ϕ ` z0�x[π1℄, andLα(z)(π0π2) = a.
A. If π1 = ε then f π = π2 andz0�x in ϕ. Henceϕ ` y�z[π0 f ℄ and

ϕ ` a(z[π0 f π℄). Sinceϕ is closed under reflexivity (F1.1) it fol-
lows thatϕ ` y?[ε℄ � y. Thus and sincey is global, L3 yields
Lα(y)(επ) = a.

B. Otherwise, π1 = f π01 and π = π01π2 for some π0. Since ϕ
is closed andx[ f ℄y in ϕ we can apply the Mountain Removal
Lemma 7.3 (part 1) and obtainϕ ` z0?[π01℄� y. Hence,L3 yields
Lβ(y)(π01π2) = a, i.e., Lβ(y)(π) = a.

(b) Casex local andy global:

L1 Let Lβ(x)( f π) = a sinceϕ ` a(x[ f π℄). Sinceϕ is closed andx[ f ℄y in ϕ
the Mountain Removal Lemma yieldsϕ ` a(y[π℄). Sincey is global
the correctness of syntactic support (Lemma 5.2) impliesα j=FT�9xϕ j=FT� a(y[π℄). ThusLβ(y)(π) = Lα(y)(π) = a.

L2 A rather interesting case: Let Lβ(x)( f π) = a becausef π = π0g,
a = b, andϕ ` x[π0℄#. Since f 6= g there exists there existsπ00 such
thatπ = π00g and f π00 = π0. Sinceϕ is closed andx[ f ℄y in ϕ the Moun-
tain Removal Lemma 7.3 yieldsϕ ` y[π00℄#. Thus, the precondition
(PC-Tr) implies α j=FT� b(y[π0g℄). Hence,Lα(y)(π00g) = b which is
equivalent toLβ(y)(π) = a.
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L3 Let Lβ(x)( f π) = a since there exist a global variablez, a variablez0 2
V (ϕ), and pathsπ0;π1;π2 such that f π = π1π2, ϕ ` z0�x[π1℄, ϕ `
z?[π0℄� z0, andLα(z)(π0π2)a.

A. Caseπ1 = ε. Hencef π = π2 andz0�x in ϕ sinceϕ is closed. In
this caseϕ ` z?[π0 f ℄� y such that the globality ofz;y implies:

α j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� z?[π0 f ℄� y

Hence,Lα(z)(π0 f π) = a. The Mountain Chain Lemma 7.4 yields
Lβ(y)(π) = Lα(y)(π) = a.

B. Otherwise there exists a pathπ01 such thatπ1 = f π01 andπ = π01π2.
Sinceϕ is closed,x[ f ℄y in ϕ, andϕ ` z0�x[ f π01℄, the Mountain
Removal Lemma 7.3 impliesϕ ` z0�y[π01℄. Sincey;z are global,
we deduce:

α j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� 9z0(z0�z[π0℄^y?[π01℄� z0)
Our assumptionLα(z)(π0π2) = a and the Mountain Chain Lemma
7.4 implyLα(y)(π01π2) = a, i.e., Lβ(y)(π) = a.

(c) Casex global andy local: If Lβ(x)( f π) = a thenLα(x)( f π) = a. RuleL3
impliesLβ(y)(π) = a.

(d) Casex;y are both global: In this caseα j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� x[ f ℄y and if
Lα(x)( f π) = a thenLα(y)(π) = a.

For the converse implication of the casex[ f ℄y in ϕ we show thatLβ(y)(π) = a
impliesLβ(x)( f π) = a.

(a) Casex local andy global: If Lβ(y)(π) = a thenLα(y)(π) = a. By applying
L3 with z= z0 = y, π0 = ε, π1 = f , andπ2 = π, we obtainLβ(x)( f π) = a.

(b) Casex;y are both local:

L1 AssumeLβ(y)(π) = a because ofϕ ` a(y[π0℄). Hence,ϕ ` a(x[ f π℄)
such thatLβ(x)( f π) = a.

L2 Let Lβ(y)(π) = a sincea= b andπ = π0g for someπ0 with ϕ ` y[π0℄#.
Hence,ϕ ` x[ f π0℄# such thatLβ(x)( f π0g) = b, i.e., Lβ(x)( f π) = a.

L3 Let Lβ(y)(π) = a since there are a global variablez, a variablez0 2
V (ϕ), pathsπ0, π1, andπ2 such thatϕ ` z?[π0℄ � z0, ϕ ` z0�y[π1℄,
Lα(z)(π1π2) = a, andπ = π1π2. Sincex[ f ℄y in ϕ we also haveϕ `
x?[ f π1℄� z0 which yieldsLβ(x)( f π1π2) = a, i.e., Lβ(x)( f π) = a.

(c) Casex global andy local. LetLβ(y)(π) = a.

L1 If ϕ ` a(y[π℄) thenϕ ` a(x[ f π℄). Sincex is global, we obtainα j=FT�9xϕ j=FT� a(x[π℄) such thatLα(x)( f π) = a, i.e., Lβ(x)( f π) = a.

L2 AssumeLβ(y)(π) = a because ofa = b andπ = π0g for someπ0 with
ϕ ` y[π0℄#, Henceϕ ` x[ f π0℄# such that the precondition(PC-Tr)
yieldsα j=FT� b(x[ f πg℄). i.e., Lβ(x)( f π) = a.
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L3 Let (π; a) 2 Lβ(y) since there exists a global variablez, a variablez0 2
V (ϕ), and pathπ0, π1, π2 such thatϕ ` z?[π0℄ � z0, ϕ ` z0�y[π1℄,(π0π2; a) 2 Lα(z), andπ = π1π2. Sincex[ f ℄y in ϕ we also haveϕ `
z0�x[ f π1℄. The globality ofx;z implies:

α j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� 9z0(z?[π0℄� z0^z0�x[ f π1℄)
Hence, the Mountain Chain Lemma 7.4 andLα(z)(π0π2) = a imply
Lα(x)( f π1π2) = a, i.e., Lβ(x)( f π) = a.

(d) Casex;y are both global: In this caseα j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� x[ f ℄y such that
Lα(y)(π) = a impliesLβ(x)( f π) = Lα(x)( f π) = a.

2. Casex�y in ϕ. We have to show thatLβ(x)(π) = a impliesLβ(y)(π) = a.

(a) Casex is local andy global:

L1 Let Lβ(x)(π) = a sinceϕ ` a(x[π℄). Hence,ϕ ` a(y[π℄) such that cor-
rectness of syntactic support yieldsϕ j=FT� a(y[π℄). The globality of
y yieldsα j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� a(y[π℄). Thus,Lβ(y)(π) = Lα(y)(π) = a.

L2 Let Lβ(x)(πg) = b sinceϕ ` x[π℄#. As in the previous case, it follows
thatα j=FT� y[π℄#. Sincey is global, the precondition(PC-Tr) yields
α j= b(y[πg℄). Hence,Lβ(y)(πg) = Lα(y)(πg) = b.

L3 Let Lβ(x)(π) = a 2 since exist a global variablez, a variablez0 2
V (ϕ), π0;π1;π2 such thatπ = π1π2, ϕ ` z?[π0℄ � z0, ϕ ` z0�x[π1℄,
and Lα(z)(π0π2) = a. In this case,ϕ ` z0�y[π1℄ and thusϕ j=FT�9z0 (z?[π0℄� z0^z0�y[π1℄). Sincey;z are global, we have:

α j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� 9z0 (z?[π0℄� z0^z0�y[π1℄)
The Mountain Chain Lemma 7.4 together withLα(z)(π0π2) = a im-
pliesLα(y)(π1π2) = a, i.e., Lβ(y)(π) = a.

(b) Casex;y are local:

L1 If Lβ(x)(π) = a because ofϕ ` a(x[π℄) then ϕ ` a(y[π℄) such that
Lβ(y)(π) = a.

L2 If Lβ(x)(π) = a sinceπ = π0g, a = b, andϕ ` x[π0℄# thenϕ ` y[π0℄#
such thatLβ(y)(π0g) = Lβ(y)(π) = a.

L3 Let Lβ(x)(π) = a since existzglobalz0 2V (ϕ), andπ0;π1;π2 such that
π = π1π2, ϕ ` z0�x[π1℄, ϕ ` z?[π0℄ � z0, andLα(z)(π0π2) = a. Since
x�y in ϕ we also haveϕ ` z0�y[π1℄ and henceLβ(y)(π1π2) = a.

(c) Casex global andy local: If Lβ(x)(π) = a thenLα(x)(π) = a. Sinceϕ `
x�y[ε℄, ϕ ` x?[ε℄ � x andx global, caseL3 impliesLβ(y)(επ) = a.

(d) If x;y be global thenα j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� x�y such thatLα(x) � Lα(y) and
henceLβ(x) � Lβ(y).

3. Casea(x) in ϕ.

(a) If x is local thenϕ ` a(x[ε℄) such thatLβ(x)(ε) = a according to ruleL1.

(b) If x is global thenα j=FT� 9xϕ j=FT� a(x). HenceLβ(x)(ε) = Lα(x)(ε) = a.ut
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8 More Details of the Proofs

We give the proofs of Lemma 6.4 and Proposition 6.2 that were omitted in the core of
this article. Both proofs are rather straightforward even though they are quite long. We
add them here for sake of completeness.

8.1 Fresh Features

We first prove Lemma 6.4 which shows that we may restrict ourselves to variable
assignments that do not contain a fixed fresh feature, since the set of all featuresF is
infinite.

Lemma 8.1 Let g2 F and a finite set F� F such that g=2 F. Under these assump-
tions there exists a mappingθ : F ! F , which is one-to-one, does not map onto g,
and is such thatθ restricted to F is the identity function on F.

Proof. SinceF is countably infinite there exists an enumeration ofF sayF = f fi j
i � 1g is such an enumeration. Letn be the maximal index of a feature inF [fgg in
this enumeration,i.e., n = maxfi j fi 2 F [fggg, which exists sinceF is finite. We
defineθ by the following equation:

θ( f ) =8<: fn+1 if f = g
f if f = fi ; 1� i � n; and f 6= g:
fn+i+1 if f = fi andi � n+1

The functionθ is well defined becauseg =2 F and becauseF is infinite. It is obvious
thatθ is one-to-one, does not map ontog, and leavesF invariant. ut
Lemma 8.2 Let Φ be a first-order formula over ordering constraints,α a variable
assignment into feature trees andθ : F ! F a function that is one to one and leaves
F (Φ) invariant. Under these assumption it holds thatα j=FT� Φ if and only if θ Æ
α j=FT� Φ.

Proof. It is obvious thatα j=FT� Φ if and only if θÆα j=FT� θ(Φ). Sinceθ leaves the
features inΦ invariant we haveθ(Φ) = Φ. ut
Lemma 6.4 (Fresh Features)Let Φ be a first-order formula over ordering constraints,
andg a fresh featureg 62 F (Φ). A formula Φ is valid in FT� if for all α : V ! FT�
with g =2 FV (Φ)(α) it holds thatα j=FT� Φ.

Proof. We have to showβ j=FT� Φ for an arbitrary variable assignmentβ : V ! FT�.
We fix β : V ! FT� and a functionθ : F ! F nfgg that is one-to-one and invariant
on F (Φ) (θ exists according to Lemma 8.1). The variable assignmentθ Æ β satisfies
g =2 FV (Φ)(θÆβ) such that the assumption of the lemma yieldsθÆα j=FT� Φ. We can
now apply Lemma 8.2 in order to obtainα j=FT� Φ. ut
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8.2 Adding Labels

Adding labels is an important procedures for our proofs on entailment. Recall that we
defined a mappingexb

g such that a sufficiently labeled feature treeexb
g(τ) is obtained

by adding a leaves(πg; b) to every nodeπ of τ. It remains to show thatexb
g satisfies

Proposition 6.2.

Proposition 6.2 (Adding Labels) Let g be an arbitrary label,ϕ be a constraint,
x a sequence of variables, andα : V ! FT� a variable assignment satisfying
g =2 F (ϕ)[FV (9xϕ)(α). Then it holds that:

α j=FT� 9xϕ iff exb
gÆα j=FT�� 9xϕ

Lemma 8.3 If τ is a feature tree, g a fresh feature g=2 F (τ), and b a label thenexb
g(τ)

is sufficiently labeled feature tree.

Proof. The assumptiong =2 F (τ) implies thatLexb
g(τ) is a partial function such thatexb

g(τ) is indeed a feature tree. All leaves ofexb
g(τ) (the maximal paths of its domain)

are of the formπg for someπ and thus labeled byb. Henceexb
g(τ) is sufficiently

labeled. ut
Lemma 8.4 Assume g=2 FV (ϕ)(α) and g=2 F (ϕ). If α is a solution ofϕ in FT� thenexb

gÆα is a solution ofϕ in FT��.

Proof. We have to show that every basic constraint inϕ is satisfied byexb
gÆα.

1. Casex[ f ℄y in ϕ where f 6= g due tog =2 F (ϕ). We have to verify for allπ that
f π 2 Dexb

g(α(x)) is equivalent toπ 2 Dexb
gÆα(y). This is proved by the following

sequence of equivalences:

f π 2 Dexb
g(α(x)) iff f π 2 Dα(x)[fπ0g j π0 2 Dα(x)g

Note thatf π = π0g and f 6= g implies the existence ofπ00 such thatπ = π00g and
f π00 = π0. Hence

f π 2Dexb
g(α(x)) iff f π 2 Dα(x)[f f π00g j f π00 2 Dα(x)g

iff π 2Dα(y)[fπ00g j π00 2 Dα(y)g
iff π 2Dexb

g(α(y))
The reasoning for the labeling function is similar.

2. Casex�y in ϕ. We have to verify the domain inclusionDexb
g(α(x)) � Dexb

g(α(y)).
Dexb

g(α(x)) = Dα(x)[fπ0g j π0 2 Dα(x)g� Dα(y)[fπ0g j π0 2 Dα(y)g= Dexb
g(α(y))

The reasoning for the labeling function is again similar.
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3. The casea(x) in ϕ is simple, since no label is deleted fromLα(x). ut
In order to prove the converse of Lemma 8.4 it is useful to consider the deletion of
labels,i.e., a left-inverse function(exb

g)�1
to exb

g. For arbitraryτ, we define a feature

tree(exb
g)�1(τ) as follows:

D(exb
g)�1(τ) = Dτ nfπgπ0 j π;π0 2 F �g

L(exb
g)�1(τ) = Lτ nf(π; b) j π = π0gπ00; b2 Lg

The left-inverse removes all paths with featureg together with its labels if it exists.

Lemma 8.5 For all g;τ;b if g =2 F (τ) then(exb
g)�1(exb

g(τ)) = τ.

Proof. Sinceg =2 F (τ), the treeexb
g(τ) is well-defined and hence(exb

g)�1(exb
g(τ)) is

also well-defined. Furthermore, its tree domain satisfies:

D(exb
g)�1(exb

g(τ)) = Dexb
g
nfπgπ0 j π;π0 2 F �g= (Dτ[fπg j π 2 Dτg)nfπgπ0 j π;π0 2 F �g= Dτ

The last equality holds, since we have requireg =2F (τ). The argument for the labeling
function is analogous. ut
Lemma 8.6 For all ϕ, b, g =2 F (ϕ) and α : V ! FT��: if α j=FT�� ϕ then (exb

g)�1 Æ
α j=FT� ϕ.

Proof. We have to show that every basic constraint inϕ is satisfied by(exb
g)�1Æα.

1. Casex[ f ℄y in ϕ where f 6= g due tog =2 F (ϕ). We have to verify for allπ
that f π 2 D(exb

g)�1(α(x)) is equivalent toπ 2 D(exb
g)�1(α(y)). This is proved by the

following equivalences:

f π 2D(exb
g)�1(α(x)) iff f π 2 Dα(x) nf f πgπ0 j π;π0 2 F �g

iff π 2 Dα(y) nfπgπ0 j π;π0 2 F �g
iff π 2 D(exb

g)�1(α(y))
The reasoning for the labeling function is similar.

2. Casex�y in ϕ. We have to verify the inclusionsD(exb
g)�1(α(x)) � D(exb

g)�1(α(y))
andL(exb

g)�1(α(x)) � L(exb
g)�1(α(y)), which is both obvious.

3. The casea(x) in ϕ is simple, since no label is deleted at the root of some tree
α(x).
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ut
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Let α : V ! FT� be a solution of9xϕ, α j=FT� 9xϕ.
There exists a sequence of treesτ such thatα[τ=x℄ j=FT� ϕ whereα[τ=x℄ denotes the
valuation that mapsx pointwise toτ and coincides withα everywhere else. Since
g =2 F (ϕ): (exb

g)�1 Æα[τ=x℄ j=FT�� ϕ by Lemma 8.6. The latter variable assignment

coincides withα[(exb
g)�1(τ)=x℄ since we have assumedg =2 FV (ϕ)(α(y)). Thusexb

g Æ(α[(exb
g)�1(τ)=x℄) j=FT�� ϕ by Lemma 8.4 and this impliesexb

gÆα j=FT�� 9xϕ.

For the converse, we assume thatexb
g Æα j=FT�� 9xϕ. There exists a sequence of suffi-

ciently labeled feature treesτ such that(exb
gÆα)[τ=x℄ j=FT�� ϕ. It follows from Lemma

8.6 that(exb
g)�1 Æ ((exb

g Æα)[τ=x℄) j=FT� ϕ. Also, (exb
g)�1Æ exb

g Æα = α due to Lemma
8.5 andg =2 FV (ϕ)(α). Thus, the following equation hold and proveα j=FT� 9xϕ:(exb

g)�1Æ ((exb
gÆα)[τ=x℄) = ((exb

g)�1Æ exb
gÆα)[(exb

g)�1(τ)=x℄ = α[(exb
g)�1(τ)=x℄

9 Conclusion and Future Work

We have investigated the decidability of fragments of the first-order theory of ordering

constraints over feature trees (FT� and FTfin� ). The approach chosen was to relate FT�
and FTfin� to the second-order monadic logic (W)S2S. We obtained a new method for

proving the decidability of a fragments of the first-order ofFT�and FTfin� which makes
essential use of Rabin’s famous tree theorem. We have provedthat the entailment
problem for FT� with existential quantifiers Ent9(FT�) is decidable for both the case
of finite tree and for infinite trees.
As the main handle on the proof we distinguished a constraintsystem FT�� whose first-
order theory, FO(FT��), is equivalent to S2S and whose entailment problem Ent9(FT��)
coincides with the corresponding one of FT�. In summary, we have completed the
following picture which, in analogy, also holds for finite trees.

Ent9(FT�) = Ent9(FT��) � FO(FT��) = S2S � FO(FT�)
In more recent work [Mülleret al., 1998] we have shown that the first-order theory
of FT�, FO(FT�), is undecidable in contrast to the first-order theory of FT��. Hence
FO(FT�) cannot be embedded into S2S.
It remains open to find a more direct relation between the first-order theory of equality
constraints over feature trees FO(FT) and S2S. Since FO(FT)is decidable, it might
still be equivalent to S2S even though FO(FT�) is not.

S2S
?� FO(FT) � FO(FT�)

Another open question is to find larger decidable fragments of the first-order theory
of FT� for which entailment is decidable. This question also includes the decidability
question of entailment with existential quantifiers for CFTwhich can be expressed in
the first-order theory of FT�.
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